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Summary 

1. A recent study claimed small cash transfers to the parents of newborns improved their 

babies’ brain activity. The study was lauded in the media and by D.C. policymakers who 

argued its results supported redistributive policies, most notably the child tax credit. 

2. Closer inspection of the study reveals its claims to be wildly overstated and its 

methodology to be suspect, as is common for policy relevant social science. 

3. Authors Troller-Renfree et al. committed numerous bad research practices, including: 

• Deviating from their analysis plan and justifying it by referencing studies that did not 

support and even contradicted their results. 

• Highlighting results obtained through typically unimportant methodological 

decisions, which weren’t preregistered.  

• Ignoring that larger and more prolonged interventions typically generate smaller 

effects than they found, meaning their results were likely due to chance or error. 

4. Looking beyond the study in question, the theoretical and empirical basis it claims to 

build upon is largely a house of sand. The evidence that is purported to show a link 

between brain waves and policy outcomes is extremely weak, and most interventions 

seeking to improve cognitive ability in children have small to nil effects. 

5. Despite its inconclusiveness, the study was portrayed as relevant to child tax credit 

policy, vigorously promoted in media outlets like Vox and The New York Times, and 

championed by think tanks and policymakers. 

6. These issues are not unique to the baby brainwaves study. Social scientists frequently 

engage in questionable research practices and exaggerate the strength and implications of 

their findings. Policymakers capitalize on low-quality social science research to justify 

their own agendas. This is particularly true when it comes to research that claims to 

improve cognitive and behavioral outcomes. 

7. Thus, we ought to be skeptical of social scientists’ ability to reliably inform public policy, 

and of policymakers’ ability to evaluate social-scientific research objectively, particularly 

when it is “policy relevant.” 

 

Policy, Politics, and Social Science 

 Social science often informs, guides, and justifies public policy. Theories and empirical 

findings in economics, sociology, psychology, and political science can inspire and legitimize 

new programs such as behavioral interventions to improve public health, organizational and 

administrative schemes to boost diversity, and efforts to combat inequality by redistributing 

income. Given the credibility of social science with policymakers and the public, one might be 

inclined to believe that its findings and recommendations are generally useful and accurate. Yet 

much of the social science informing policy is low quality, and policymakers often benefit from 

uncritically citing second-rate studies that support their preferred policies.    

 Political actors aiming to promote a certain outcome frequently use the language and 

methods of social science to provide evidence that policies they want are effective. Some, like 

Austrian economists or advocates of Modern Monetary Theory, wield theories as their weapons 

in the war over policy. Others stick to empirical evidence, which can often be manipulated into 

supporting any number of narratives. The former typically contort facts to fit with theories and 

present the beneficial conclusions of their theories as a result, thus justifying policies that follow 

from their theories. The latter overfit, distort, omit, and sculpt evidence to fit a narrative, 
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however convoluted, and present their work as an affirmation of said narrative and their 

expectations of it. While both types of actors do a disservice to science, this report is focused on 

the latter school of empirical policy-centric social science. It focuses on one particular study, the 

research that it supposedly builds upon, and literatures related to it to demonstrate how far away 

the social sciences are from being able to reliably inform policy debates.  

To give an example, consider the concept of food deserts: areas in which people are 

believed to have poor access to healthy foods. They have been the subjects of intensive 

investigation; studies correlating access measures, poverty, obesity, and various other outcomes 

all seem to confirm that food deserts cause poor health and drive disparities between rich and 

poor. Yet, the research basis for food deserts has been almost entirely uninformative. It has 

largely consisted of research designs supporting the conclusion that food deserts are related to 

bad outcomes, correlating those outcomes with variables like poverty, obesity, and the proximity 

of supermarkets. However, there are methods to assess the causal impacts of food deserts, not 

just their associations. The establishment of government-subsidized supermarkets, supermarkets 

opening due to tax incentives, or a variety of small food store interventions have all been 

fruitfully leveraged to gauge the effects of changes in the food environment on all the important 

correlates of living in a food desert.2 They have, at best, delivered effects on ill-defined measures 

of ‘knowledge,’ like which foods are fattier, and modestly increased the amounts of fruit and 

vegetables people eat. The ‘improvements’ seen in these studies are not clearly related to health 

at all, and studies have not supported improvements in objectively measured health, as indicated 

by obesity rates or other health measures.3 Taken seriously, the causal studies suggest that 

socioeconomic disparities transcend differences in access to healthy food.  

The academics, policymakers, and activists who in the past promoted food desert studies 

that were purely associational never produced sufficient evidence for their policy guidance. They 

contributed to a now-widespread belief that disparities in access to healthy food drive 

socioeconomic differences in health when, to date, the evidence to that effect is extraordinarily 

weak at best. This naïve analysis has been used to justify many public and corporate policies, 

including the Obama administration’s nationwide program to end food deserts, Lyft’s Grocery 

Access Program in D.C., Walmart opening more than 200 stores in areas with food deserts, and 

the National Institute of Health issuing millions of dollars in grants to research food deserts.4 

And yet, the best evidence suggests that these kinds of policies won’t improve health, because 

food deserts aren’t causing their inhabitants to be unhealthy.   

 There are many other examples of weak social science being used to questionable ends: 

ineffective school management interventions foisted on hundreds of Indian schools, decades of 

wasteful “Drug Abuse Resistance Education,” and lucrative grants for fraudulent nutrition 

science, not to mention the plethora of ineffective “nudging” policies and practices inspired by 

social psychology and behavioral science.5 It is intuitive that research will influence popular 

political will, and, with qualifications, it probably should. But when research is weak or, in the 

worst cases, based on fraud, we might suffer from its political effects. A bad research paper can 

hurt an academic’s career, but a bad policy can drastically harm individuals, communities, and 

even countries. Thus, those with the relevant technical training – scientists and hard-nosed policy 

analysts, for example – should be openly and vocally critical of bad social science, especially 

when it is policy relevant. 

Cash and Baby Brainwaves 

On January 24th, 2022, The New York Times published a “Breaking News” piece entitled 

“Cash Aid to Poor Mothers Increases Brain Activity in Babies, Study Finds.”6 The article 
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discussed Troller-Renfree et al. (2022), a study published in the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Science (PNAS) that purported to show a monthly subsidy of $333 yielded 

considerable improvements in children’s brainwave activity.7 Vox also covered the story, opining 

that “we can be reasonably confident the cash [parents received] is a primary cause of these 

changes in babies’ brains. And we can be reasonably confident it will be a causative factor in 

whatever future outcomes the… researchers find.”8 They weren’t alone: think tanks, medical 

news aggregators, and other mainstream outlets like NBC and Forbes all praised the study and 

the alleged psychological benefits of brainwave improvements.9 

 Laudatory coverage was accompanied by claims that the study had special relevance to 

expanding child tax credits. The authors even put out a pro-child tax credit press release on their 

website: “This study’s findings on infant brain activity… really speak to how anti-poverty 

policies – including the types of expanded child tax credits being debated in the U.S. – can and 

should be viewed as investments in children.”10  

High praise and lofty implications aside, a closer examination of the study reveals its 

results to be dubious and its methods severely flawed. While the authors’ public statements 

portrayed the study as strong, reliable, and policy relevant, none of these claims hold up to 

scrutiny. The study and its portrayal stand as excellent examples of what can go wrong when 

political desire supersedes scientific reasoning, and why we ought to be skeptical of social 

scientists’ ability to reliably inform public policy with their research.  

 Troller-Renfree et al. (2022) was an analysis of an ongoing project known as the Baby’s 

First Years study. It comprised a total sample of 1,000 low-income (approximately $20,000 per 

year) mothers and their children, randomly divided into a treatment group in which parents were 

given monthly subsidies of $333, and a control group that received $20 a month. The cash 

benefits were considerable in the treatment group, boosting their incomes by around 20% 

(compared to 1% in the control group). The point of the project was to “provide the first 

definitive understanding of the extent to which income plays a causal role in determining early 

child cognitive, socio-emotional and brain development among low-income families.”  

The study looked at differences in babies’ brainwaves between control and treatment 

groups. Brainwaves are fluctuating electrical pulses produced by the actions of neurons in the 

brain that can be assessed by electroencephalography (EEG). Brainwaves have been used to 

measure neural activity and, as the authors described, are usually measured along two 

dimensions: frequency and power. Frequency is the spectrum along which activity is measured, 

in Hz, and power is the amount of activity at certain frequencies. Power is often subdivided into 

absolute and relative power, with the difference being the amount of activity at a given frequency 

versus the absolute power as a fraction of absolute power across a certain range of frequencies. 

These frequencies are subdivided into ranges or bands which are given Greek-lettered names, 

like delta (0.5 – 4 Hz), theta (4 – 8 Hz), alpha (8 – 13 Hz), beta (13 – 35 Hz), and gamma (>35 

Hz), giving us terms like “alpha power” or “delta power” to denote power within those ranges. 

The ranges for these specific brainwaves vary slightly by source, but the order I’ve listed them in 

places them in their consistent relative positions from lowest to highest frequency. Power in 

some of them has been related to a variety of outcomes. 

To establish the importance of brainwaves for their analysis, Troller-Renfree et al. cited 

several studies that found relationships between EEG power and important cognitive and 

developmental outcomes. They then described the treatment effect of cash gifts on specific 

brainwave bands using regressions to control for several variables in the part of their study that 

had EEG data. This is how they worded their results: 
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[I]nfants whose mothers were randomized at the time of their birth 

to receive a large monthly unconditional cash transfer showed 

greater mid- to high-frequency absolute EEG power in the alpha-, 

beta-, and gamma-bands, compared with infants whose mothers 

were randomized to receive a nominal monthly unconditional cash 

transfer.11  

 

 Several academics and public intellectuals pointed out flaws in Troller-Renfree et al.’s 

study shortly after it was released. Psychologist Stuart Ritchie noted the article’s potentially-

dubious peer review status, the disconnect between observations made by the study’s authors and 

outcomes that matter, the potential for fade-out effects, deviations from preregistered 

methodology, and the nonsignificance of the reported effects of cash transfers on any of the 

study’s main outcomes.12 Statistician Andrew Gelman found that the significance of results was 

not robust and that the graphs produced by the authors could be replicated even if the children in 

the sample were randomized into artificial treatment and control groups.13 Finally, psychiatrist 

Scott Alexander offered further commentary on the article to the effect that the results seemed 

unlikely for various reasons, alongside a summary of what other people had said.14  

 All three critical commentators agreed: Not only did the study authors make sloppy 

methodological choices, but they also went out of their way to portray their findings as more 

policy relevant than they were. Moreover, even if their findings were wholly accurate, which is 

highly unlikely, their policy suggestions would not follow from their results. 

Problems With the Literature Linking EEGs to Psychological Outcomes 

 For the results of the study to be important when taken at face value, changes in EEG 

power must either be causally linked to changes in their psychological correlates – such as IQ or 

language skills – or they must reflect a common cause for change in both. In either case, the 

results must transfer to the phenomena that EEG power has been linked to in the past. The 

study’s authors cited several pieces of research that linked EEG power to their desired cognitive 

outcomes. These studies included Benasich et al. (2008), Gou, Choudhury and Benasich (2011), 

Brito et al. (2016), Maguire and Schneider (2019), Williams et al. (2012), and Brito et al. 

(2019).15 Cumulatively, Troller-Renfree et al. argued that these studies linked absolute power in 

mid-to-high frequency bands to linguistic, cognitive, and social-emotional development, while 

simultaneously arguing that low-frequency band power was linked to behavioral and learning 

issues.  

 These studies suffered from several issues, five of which I will address. First, all had 

small sample sizes ranging from 13 to 129 participants. Second, the studies they cited were 

frequently inconsistent, with results from different studies pointing in different directions. Third, 

these studies’ associations with socioeconomic status were almost all confounded with other 

characteristics like genes and family environment.16 Fourth, the study samples were often highly 

unrepresentative of the general population. Finally, many did not address the crucial issue of 

multiple comparisons, which means it is likely their policy relevant results were due to chance or 

p-hacking.17   

Small Sample Sizes 

 Small sample sizes are a serious problem in scientific research because they lack 

statistical power: the probability that a statistical test detects a real effect of a given size at some 

level of significance. If I have a sample size of 20 and I need to find a correlation between X and 
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Y that has a p-value below 0.05, the lowest significant correlation would be Pearson’s r = 0.44. 

If I quintuple my sample size, the lowest significant correlation is 0.20. This does not mean that a 

small sample cannot yield small correlations, only that, when it does, they will not be significant.  

When small samples are combined with reviewers and editors being biased towards 

results that are statistically significant, effect sizes will tend to be exaggerated. Think of it this 

way: to get published, I need a result with a p-value below 0.05. In terms of the typical level of 

statistical power people in this area seek (80%) and the typical p-value cutoff they use (0.05), I 

would have 80% power to detect a correlation of r = 0.58 with a sample size of 20, and 80% 

power to detect a correlation of 0.28 if I increased my sample size to 100. If I’m stuck with a 

small study, I must have a big effect or else what I find will not be significant. If I get an effect, 

it is probably going to be much larger than it would if I had more power to detect it.18 

We can think of this another way, by comparing the mean significant effect versus the 

actual effect in a comparison of two group means. At 100% power, the mean significant effect is 

the same size as the actual effect. However, at 80% power, the mean significant effect is 20% 

larger than the actual effect, and at 30% power, the mean significant effect is 70% larger than the 

actual one. The extent of statistical exaggeration is almost twice as large for correlations.   

 So, how were the studies that purported to link EEG activity to cognitive outcomes? 

Their relevant descriptive statistics are in Table 1. Though I am not discussing them in this 

section, the studies linking EEG activity to SES are covered in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Study Descriptives for Cited Cognitive Ability-EEG Studies19 
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Table 2. Study Descriptives for Cited SES-EEG Studies20 
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With sample sizes ranging from 13 to 129, the sizes of the effects in this literature were 

almost certainly greatly exaggerated. If we take the minimum significant r as the mean effect and 

assume the real effect is like the relationship between nerve conduction velocity and 

intelligence,21 at r = 0.10, the best-powered study of the bunch (Brito et al., 2019) still presented 

an effect that was 1.7 times larger than it should have been, but that study did not find significant 

relationships between any EEG parameters and measured cognitive ability, only with a parent-

reported measure of the child’s social and emotional development. The next best-powered study 

in that list would have exaggerated the size of the correlation by 2.1 times. If we calculate effect 

size exaggeration from power rather than the critical r, the results are even less favorable. 

 As stated in their supplement, Troller-Renfree et al. was sufficiently powered to detect a 

treatment effect of 0.21 SDs if they had retained 80% of their initial 1,000 participants. With 

sufficient power to detect an effect of 0.21 at a sample size of 800,22 they ended up with a total 

sample size of 435.  

Inconsistent Foundations 

 Troller-Renfree et al.’s study claimed that prior work generally supported positive 

associations between power at higher frequencies and better cognitive outcomes, whereas power 

at lower frequencies was associated with the reverse. Yet these studies – and another they cited 

but did not discuss – failed to follow that pattern. The results from Benasich et al. (2008) were 

consistent in showing positive associations between absolute gamma power and their various 

cognitive measures. Likewise, Harmony et al.’s (1990) results went in the same direction, and so 

did Gou, Choudhury and Benasich’s (2011), Williams et al.’s (2012), and Brito et al.’s (2016), 

with inconsistent significance. But Brito et al.’s (2019) and Maguire and Schneider’s (2019) 

studies were not supportive. The former offered nonsignificant results for their cognitive ability 

measures despite having the largest sample of the group, and the latter only had one significant 

cognitive ability-EEG power association: a positive one between low-frequency theta power and 

working memory. Since theta power is a low-frequency band that the authors argued to be 

deleterious at higher levels, this finding is striking. 

 Looking at all the studies they cited, an important and undiscussed one was Begus and 

Bonawitz’s (2020) paper The rhythm of learning: Theta oscillations as an index of active 

learning in infancy.23 This paper came with a plenitude of citations relating theta power to 

cognitive test outcomes. Several of these suggested greater theta power during memory-related 

tasks, and that the degree of increase in power and its level are related to greater cognitive 

performance. Some – in the citations of their citations – even suggested alpha activity during 

tasks was negatively related to performance, and yet more, that theta activity increased while 

alpha fell when tasks were difficult.  

While these outcomes involved mostly temporal and not resting-state theta or alpha 

relationships with cognitive performance, they are a cause for concern about how theta and alpha 

were characterized. The reason for this is simple: many modern theories of intelligence 

emphasize a potential crucial role of working memory, and even resting-state theta is sometimes 

positively related with it.24 Since we do not have temporal EEG information for Troller-Renfree 

et al.’s study, this concern cannot yet be addressed.  

Unfortunately, all these studies suffered from the same kinds of sample size issues as 

those Troller-Renfree et al. cited positively. As a result, they were similarly uninformative. In 

fact, all the studies Troller-Renfree et al. cited alongside those mentioned by Begus and 

Bonawitz suffered from another major, unaddressed issue of potentially being reverse-causal and 

reflecting behavior rather than causing it or being related due to common causes. Mendelian 
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Randomization or similar methods could address this issue, but the relevant data does not 

currently exist.  

Troller-Renfree et al. needed a systematic meta-analysis of each of the types of EEG-

cognitive ability associations they examined to support the patterns they wanted to observe being 

beneficial. Moreover, they needed a systematic meta-analysis to assess magnitudes, because if 

magnitudes of associations are too small, there is no necessary transitivity between EEG 

enhancements and improved cognitive function. Transitivity is the entire basis of the potential 

importance of their study; that is, their results might have importance because the changes in 

EEG power they claimed they observed caused enhanced cognitive ability.25 If there was no 

transfer from EEG changes to cognitive ability, then the results were purely of theoretical 

interest rather than social relevance since no one is concerned with EEG activity on its own.  

Confounded Associations 

 All these studies were uninterpretable for Troller-Renfree et al.’s purposes for another 

reason: they dealt with cross-sectional associations. In the real world, associations occur for 

many reasons, and when it comes to neural variables, they are often related to cognitive 

performance because of genes shared between the neural phenotype and performance. In a study 

that has been replicated numerous times, Posthuma et al. (2002) found that the positive 

relationship between general intelligence and brain white and gray matter volumes was 

accounted for by shared genes, rather than environments.26 Similarly, the relationship between 

socioeconomic status and cognitive ability has been found to have a substantial genetic 

component, and the link between them is substantially severed when genetics are accounted 

for.27 Even EEG power is heritable, with most relationships among EEG power at different 

frequencies attributable to shared genes.28  

 As a result of substantial genetic influence and other potential forms of confounding, how 

are we to generalize either from experimental effects on EEG parameters to cross-sectional 

samples or vice versa? Troller-Renfree et al. were at least somewhat aware of these facts, as 

evidenced by their citation of Wax (2017), who argued that “the so-called neuroscience of 

deprivation has no unique practical payoff… Because this research does not, and generally 

cannot, distinguish between innate versus environmental causes of brain characteristics, it cannot 

predict whether neurological and behavioral deficits can be addressed by reducing social 

deprivation.”29 

Unrepresentative Samples 

 Though genetic confounding loomed large, it was not the only sampling issue. These 

studies generally sampled populations that were in some way unusual or limited with respect to 

the full ranges of cognitive ability and socioeconomic status. For example, Benasich et al. (2008) 

used a sample within which 85% of parents were in the highest socioeconomic strata and the 

other 15% were middle-class, and nearly a third of the sample came from families with histories 

of language impairment. In Maguire and Schneider (2019), the low-income sample had an IQ 

(99.2) that was indistinguishable from the population average (100). The sample used by Gou, 

Choudhury and Benasich (2011) had an average IQ of 113 – a standard deviation above the 

general population! Williams et al.’s (2012) sample may have had lower than average cognitive 

development because of the direct effects of the participants’ congenital heart disease, or because 

of genes shared between low cognitive ability and heart disease. In the UK Biobank dataset, 

these phenotypes are related such that angina, chronic ischemic heart disease, major coronary 

heart disease events, and a broadly defined ischemic heart disease are all significantly negatively 
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genetically correlated with fluid intelligence scores. Other reviews have also highlighted frequent 

cognitive deficits among individuals with congenital heart disease, while noting that phenomena 

such as enhanced mosaicism in trisomy 21 and greater numbers of copy-number variants, 

commonly found in congenital heart disease sufferers, were related to worse cognitive 

outcomes.30 Some studies even involved individuals with IQs below 90 – only two-thirds of a 

standard deviation from the mean – being removed from the samples used in their analyses. 

Given that the studies cited by Troller-Renfree et al. had problematic and unusual sampling, we 

have little reason to believe they serve as a solid evidentiary basis for theorizing about or 

predicting population outcomes.  

Multiple Comparisons 

 Finally, only three of the nine studies corrected for multiple comparisons, and of the three 

that did correct for them, only one (Williams et al. 2012) did so in a standard and verifiable way. 

The problem of multiple comparisons is important, and amenable to graphical explanation. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the number of statistical tests and the probability that 

at least one of the results is significant with a significance threshold of 0.05 if there is no effect. 

 

Figure 1 

 

The issue with small sample sizes is also open to graphical explanation. Figure 2 illustrates the 

relationship between sample sizes and the average sample correlation conditioned on reaching a 

5% significance threshold (the mean significant correlation) in simulated data with different true 

underlying correlations. The mean sample sizes in Tables 1 and 2 were 89 and 67, respectively. 
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If the true correlation is typical of the correlations observed in large, reliable studies in 

neuroscience (closer to 0.10), correlations in those studies were exaggerated by 2.6 to 3 times, 

assuming balanced samples, a lack of measurement error, and no heteroskedasticity, high-

leverage outliers, or nonnormality, and therefore overestimates power while underestimating 

effect size exaggeration. 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

If we perform five tests with a p-value cutoff of 0.05 and there are really no differences, 

the probability that at least one p-value is below 0.05 is 1 – (1 – 0.05)5 = 23%. With ten tests and 

no correction for multiple comparisons, the likelihood of a false-positive is 40%. The 

interpretation of a p-value as the probability of a more extreme result given the truth of the null 

relationship drifts as more tests are conducted. All the studies without corrections for multiple 

comparisons in Table 1 had more than ten tests, so the results should be considered to have been 

run with unacceptably liberal p-value cutoffs.  

 The only study that can realistically be generalized from to support the patterns Troller-

Renfree et al. wanted was by Marshall et al. (2008). That study featured comparisons of absolute 

and relative alpha and relative beta power between groups of Romanian children who were 

randomized between institutional and foster care settings. The p-values were Bonferroni-

corrected, the sample included 41 institutionalized children and 49 who were placed into foster 

care, and the authors observed no significant differences in power measures between a group of 

22 placed into foster care before two years old, a group of 27 placed after two years of age, and 

the 41 institutionalized children. Placement age likewise was not significantly related to absolute 

theta, alpha, or beta, nor to relative theta or beta, though it was significantly negatively related to 

relative alpha power. None of the mean differences in absolute or relative power between the 
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institutionalized or foster care groups were significant. It is hard to infer anything regarding EEG 

patterns of socioeconomically meaningful interventions from this study.  

 The studies that Troller-Renfree et al. proffered to support a strong interpretation of their 

results were weak. They utilized small samples, had inconsistent findings, and were sampled in 

ways that make generalization difficult. Even if they had found significant effects of their 

intervention on EEG power parameters, there was little to no reason to think these would elicit a 

causal impact on behavior. 

Problems With the Study Itself 

 Once these methodological issues are considered, it becomes clear that Troller-Renfree et 

al. misled their readers about the ironclad nature of their results. In fact, their intervention 

yielded no reliable statistically significant effects. They observed no significant differences in 

group means of the absolute or relative power parameters and, after including many covariates, 

they arrived at treatment effects ranging in absolute value from 0.02 to 0.26. Prior to correction 

for multiple comparisons, the only significant effects were found for absolute beta and gamma 

power. With p-values of 0.02 and 0.04, respectively, the effects were at best marginal, and as 

might be expected given a marginal result among many tests, they stopped being significant 

when the authors corrected for multiple comparisons. 

 With no significant results, the authors still positively interpreted their study. They 

claimed that their “findings underscore the importance of shifting the conversation to focus more 

attention on whether or how income transfer policies promote children’s development,” but this 

claim was not supported by their results.31 Moreover, these findings probably ought to be given 

less prominence because they did not stick to a preregistration plan in the way claimed by the 

authors.32   

The Unregistered Tests May Have Contradicted the Authors 

The largest effect Troller-Renfree et al. observed – for absolute beta – was not 

preregistered. They attempted to justify assessing effects on beta in their supplement by saying 

that studies at the time of preregistration did not link income to EEG power, but studies since 

then had indicated that income was in fact linked to beta activity. They cited two studies in 

support of that view.  

The first study, Brito et al. (2020), featured a sample of 94 infants and reported that 

maternal education and the income-to-needs ratio were significantly associated with EEG beta 

power (p’s = 0.025 and 0.048); however, neither survived the authors’ correction for multiple 

comparisons. Furthermore, in their regressions with adult word count, conversational turns, and 

child vocalizations, there was one significant relationship in 15 regressions, and these same 

regressions included no significant relationships between the income-to-needs ratio and beta in 

any region or whole-brain gamma power. Infant auditory comprehension and expressive 

communication were significantly related to one another, but not to either measure of income or 

maternal education. Other relationships with those measures were unclear because the authors’ 

supplement was improperly uploaded and is currently just a .zip file containing a .xml file that 

includes nothing.33 

The second study, Jensen et al. (2021), took 210 6-month-old children from the 

“Cryptosporidium Burden Study,” and another 210 36-month-old children from the 

“Performance of Rotavirus and Oral Polio Vaccines in Developing Countries” study. After 

attrition, their sample sizes totaled 160 and 187, respectively. Among the 6-month-olds, wealth, 

maternal education, family care, and maternal stress were not significantly related to any EEG 
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parameters; among 36-month-olds, maternal education and family care were unrelated to EEG 

parameters, while maternal stress was significantly positively related to frontal and central theta, 

and wealth was significantly negatively related to all beta and gamma power parameters. In their 

regressions, there were no significant absolute or relative EEG relationships with maternal 

education, wealth, family care, or maternal stress in the 6-month-old group. In the 36-month-old 

group, the regressions yielded the same results for relative power, but there were significant 

positive relationships between absolute theta and maternal stress, and significant negative 

relationships between wealth and absolute beta and gamma power. 

The inconsistencies of both results with those of Troller-Renfree et al. are obvious: one 

study produced nulls and may have done the same with cognitive measures, and the other 

produced effects in the opposite of the direction of Troller-Renfree et al.’s intervention effects, 

alongside a bundle of null associations. These hardly serve to justify their unregistered analyses, 

and thanks to the specific results in these citations and their generally larger size than the other 

studies Troller-Renfree et al. cited, they further reinforce the inconsistency of this literature with 

their results and the potential incommensurability of experimental and cross-sectional EEG 

associations.  

The Study was Reliant on Typically Unimportant Analytic Decisions 

 Two additional unregistered methodological choices were critical to Troller-Renfree et 

al.’s results. The first revolved around the fact that they produced their estimates using robust 

regressions. However, a glance at their code revealed that the regressions were not quite robust. 

They used what are known as HC1 standard errors – the default in the program they used to 

analyze their data, Stata. These standard errors fare poorly under scenarios where certain 

participants exert high leverage on estimates, and with even moderate sample sizes like theirs, 

the false-positive rate of HC1 robust regressions is considerably above the nominal rate of 5%. 

Rerunning their analyses using HC5 standard errors – which perform better with small samples, 

high leverage, nonnormality, and severe heteroskedasticity – I found no significant results even 

before accounting for multiple comparisons.  

 The second methodological decision involved how they computed their effect sizes. In 

evaluating RCTs, it is common to divide the effect by the standard deviation (SD) from the 

control group. It is also common to divide the effect by the pooled SDs from either group, 

weighted or unweighted by the sizes of the samples. The authors did not offer any principled 

justification for one effect size calculation method over any other, but they did choose the only 

one that would deliver them significant results. In choosing to divide by the SD from the control 

group, they bought themselves significant p-values for the absolute beta and gamma power 

effects, where any other method would have rendered their effects nonsignificant. In the case of 

absolute alpha power, had they used either SD pooling method, the effect would have been 

negligibly larger and still nonsignificant.  

 Though not a methodological decision, the authors also included an interpretive one that 

was biased towards a positive interpretation of their results. The authors were inconsistent about 

the interpretation of results that were marginal. Twice in the main study, they noted that effects 

were “at the margins of statistical significance,” and they did the same three times in their 

supplement. So-called “marginally significant results” are often those that are just nearly above 

the p-value cutoff. Researchers will frequently interpret these, but they seem to nearly 

universally neglect that the “marginal” label must be two-sided: if a result is marginal at a p-

value above the researcher’s chosen cutoff, it is equally marginal at the same distance below that 

cutoff. These authors called p-values as high as 0.10 marginal; if we were to give those findings 
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a significant interpretation, they ought to consider at least anything greater than 0.01 to also be 

marginal. This turns every significance test they ran at best marginal, and more realistically, 

nonsignificant. They cannot have it both ways: effects cannot be marginally significant if they 

are not, on the other end, also marginally nonsignificant.  

 These decisions are normally unimportant, and they possibly represent the study’s 

authors using defaults without giving them any thought. For a study that produced borderline 

results, these decisions were critical. For a well-powered RCT, this sort of methodological 

decision would not usually affect results, but when they determine the result, the study must be 

considered suspect.  

In their supplement, Troller-Renfree et al. produced a series of region-specific EEG 

effects. Six of the thirty-two region-specific associations were marginally significant (p-values 

between 0.01 and 0.04). These associations did not survive correction for multiple comparisons 

when I did them correctly (i.e., across bands), but three of them narrowly remained under 0.05 

when they were done incorrectly (i.e., only within frequency bands, unlike the analyses in the 

body of their paper). The reason this result is notable is because the study’s senior author, 

Kimberly Noble, claimed that this post hoc vindicated their results in an update to the Vox story 

on this study.34 She “argues that the results are robust because of what is known as ‘regional 

analysis’ – analysis that looks at where in the brain differences between the high-cash and low-

cash children showed up” and is quoted as saying that “if they had come from, say, parts of the 

brain that support vision, we might have been very skeptical that we were seeing something 

meaningful. But they came from parts of the brain that are critical for supporting higher-order 

thinking.”  

There are four major problems with this kind of thinking. First, according to their studies 

and reasoning for assessing beta associations (noted above), the effects they observed went in the 

wrong directions for the beta power band, and potentially also for the gamma band. Second, 

there are no validity studies that support their proposed region-specific effects with a reasonable 

degree of certainty. Third, this multiplies the number of tests, and we ought to take it for granted 

that, were they all significant together, they would have put them up front and center, since they 

now seem to be doing something similar with more restricted analyses in order to protect their 

study from criticism. And finally, the reasoning is plainly faulty: claimed region-specific 

associations with brain variables ought to almost never be trusted. The reason this is the case is 

simple and has to do with sample sizes and power. When you have low power, your effect sizes 

must be exaggerated. When you have low power and you find a region-specific association, it is 

almost certainly because you had one region with an extreme and unrealistic result, while the 

others were more realistic, and the study was not powered to detect if those differences existed at 

all. Many region-specific associations with fMRI have been like this: they are the results of low-

power studies being exploited to capture chance phenomena.35  

Other EEG Analyses 

The authors went on to find that there was a significant treatment effect (p = 0.02) on 

summed high-frequency bands. But they likely didn’t expect this to happen per their own cited 

beta (and maybe gamma) validity studies. This test was not corrected for the many comparisons 

it was featured among and all it could do was recapitulate group differences in the high 

frequency bands, with additional power to reject a lack of difference between groups because 

summing them reduces measurement error, while pulling many assumptions into the analysis and 

removing analytic clarity.  
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In another analysis, they performed their focal analyses across all power bands but with 

log-transformed absolute and relative powers, because some people in psychophysiology had 

argued for logging variables prior to analysis. This rendered all their estimates nonsignificant 

prior to multiple comparison correction. Because of how the authors are now backtracking, it is 

reasonable to suspect they would have both justified and presented log-transformed results if 

they were more significant than their untransformed results.  

Researcher Degrees of Freedom 

The idea that researchers would only present their significant results and methods that 

supported their desired interpretations while moving the rest of their results to their supplement 

or out of the paper entirely is sometimes dubbed “researcher degrees of freedom.” Preregistration 

reduces the degree to which authors can positively misreport or chop up their findings, but there 

is usually still leeway to selectively report and highlight results. The proposition that splitting 

data in different ways would validate nonsignificant findings because some number of the subset 

effects are significant is a spurious one. The result of doing this is more comparisons and an 

effectively lower significance threshold, which means more exploitation of chance.  

This search for significant results in subsets of data has led to the popular repetition of the 

phrase “the difference between ‘significant’ and ‘not significant’ is not itself statistically 

significant.”36 This phenomenon appears in situations such as when an effect is significant in one 

group but not another and authors interpret that observation as evidence of a difference in the 

size of the effect by group. But the difference in the effects may not be significant; the study may 

simply be underpowered for the effect to be significant in one group while the other may have 

had a more extreme result than they should have by chance alone.37 The proper way to test this 

difference is to test for an interaction in a singular model or to directly compute the significance 

of the difference in effects. One reason this sort of thing is not done more often may be because 

it requires much larger sample sizes.38  

Many papers have dealt with this kind of data abuse to wring out significant results. For 

example, Miller and Sanchez-Craig (1996) gave tongue-in-cheek advice to researchers to do 

things like “use liberal definitions of success” and “always declare victory regardless of 

findings.”39 In more recent times, Simmons, Nelson and Simonsohn (2011) have noted how 

“flexibility in data collection, analysis, and reporting dramatically increases actual false-positive 

rates. In many cases, a researcher is more likely to falsely find evidence that an effect exists than 

to correctly find evidence that it does not.”40  

Wicherts et al.’s (2016) checklist of researchers’ degrees of freedom has considerable 

relevance to Troller-Renfree et al.’s paper and their attempt to salvage nonsignificant main 

results with reference to exploratory secondary ones.41 Examples they listed include: 

 

• Studying a vague hypothesis that fails to specify the direction of the effect 

• Creating multiple manipulated independent variables and conditions 

• Measuring the same dependent variable in several alternative ways 

• Failing to conduct a well-founded power analysis 

• Measuring additional constructs that could potentially act as primary outcomes 

• Selecting the dependent variable out of several alternative measures of the same 

construct 

• Trying out different ways to score the chosen primary dependent variable 

• Operationalizing manipulated independent variables in different ways (e.g., by 

discarding or combining levels of factors) 
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• Choosing between different statistical models 

• Choosing the estimation method, software package, and computation of standard 

errors 

• Failing to report so-called “failed studies” that were originally deemed relevant to the 

research question 

• Misreporting results and p-values 

• Presenting exploratory results as confirmatory (Hypothesizing After Results are 

Known, HARKing) 

 

All of these can be fine in specific scenarios, but they are also pathways towards allowing the 

misuse of statistics and the misrepresentation of results. The post hoc presentation of region-

specific analyses with dubious expectations for those results is one such abuse example. 

Did the Intervention Affect Cognitive Development? 

 Troller-Renfree et al. also tested the effects of cash transfers on a questionnaire about 

language milestones and its relationships with EEG parameters. Their language milestone 

assessment, the Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3 (ASQ-3) is a maternal report instrument used 

to assess linguistic development in young children.42 The authors noted that this instrument had 

been strongly correlated with another development screener, the Battelle Developmental 

Inventory, and that it had also been found adequately reliable.  

 In the subset of the study with EEG data, there was a significant treatment effect on the 

ASQ-3 (p = 0.03), but it was marginal, per the authors’ implicit definition. If coupled with other 

tests, it could not survive correction for multiple comparisons. The authors went on to test the 

treatment effect again, but this time using the full sample of 900. When they did this, the effect 

shrank enough to become nonsignificant (p = 0.21). The difference between these coefficients 

was not significant, but the authors did not test to see if that was the case. 

The authors attempted to explain their nonsignificant effect in a few ways and did note 

that some of the explanations were not especially plausible. First, they explained the finding as 

the result of a possible difference response in patterns between in-person and over-the-phone 

responders. They rendered this less likely by noting that ASQ-3 scores did not differ by 

collection method (p = 0.67). Second, they suggested differences between the control and 

treatment samples with respect to levels of language input could have given rise to a reduced 

effect because the pandemic equalized language input due to increased time at home for 

everyone regardless of group. And third, systematic differences between the EEG and total 

samples that interacted with the cash gift may have negatively affected the total sample 

relationship. They reduced the probability of this explanation by noting that their non-response 

weight analysis better matched the EEG sample to the total one and the same pattern of EEG 

effects from before the weights were applied was still observed.   

 These explanations did not apply to the same things despite being listed together. The 

first and third explanations had to do with the difference between the EEG and total samples, the 

second, with the existence of the effect. This is relevant because it is peculiar, and more 

importantly, because all these explanations are, in a sense, immediately testable by the study’s 

authors. But even though they released their data with the study, we cannot test it.  

 The way to test all these explanations for the differences is to assess something known as 

measurement invariance. Measurement invariance is the condition where a questionnaire or 

assessment is unbiased when used in different groups.43 Without bias, differences between 

groups reflect the construct the instrument is supposed to measure.  
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If all the utilized ASQ-3 items were provided, we could assess the first and third 

explanations by assessing measurement invariance between the EEG and total samples. If they 

were correct, measurement invariance would be violated. The second explanation is testable by 

assessing measurement invariance between treatment and control groups – if it (or another 

explanation) was true invariance would be violated. 

 The method used to test the second explanation must be applied in general. To assess 

intervention effects on psychological outcomes and interpret the effects as alterations of a 

particular psychological construct requires invariance between the treatment and control groups. 

To interpret changes over time in terms of a given construct target requires longitudinal 

invariance, and to interpret differential changes in a construct, invariance over time needs to be 

assessed across groups.  

If the effects of treatment are heterogeneous, this will cause a violation of the strict phase 

of testing invariance, in which the equality of causes of differences aside from the construct are 

tested. This would yield an important note: if different influences existed between groups, the 

group with the greater variances would have additional influences on responding. Failing to 

support this level of invariance might make some of the intervention effect meaningless.  

Consider intelligence. An RCT with an effect on all the scores from a test, in which strict 

invariance was violated, means something besides intelligence was affected, either alone or in 

addition to effects on intelligence. In intelligence research, it is a stylized fact that most – and 

often virtually all – of the predictiveness of IQ tests is due to the general factor of intelligence, g. 

If your intervention affects g and question-specific performance, your intervention will affect 

things g leads to, like higher rates of learning on the job or a greater capacity to solve a variety of 

complex puzzles. When it affects performance specific to a certain test, this is not as likely to 

affect external outcomes or to yield success in the future. If you get very good at addition, that by 

no means makes you better at public speaking; if you improve your intelligence, that should. If I 

give a sample all the answers to an IQ test and I make the control group take the test normally, 

the treatment (giving out answers) does not affect intelligence, it only affects the scores, and that 

does not mean the kids with the answer key became more intelligent. Psychological RCTs 

always need to be measured with this in mind: measurement matters, and if it is not done, the 

results are ambiguous and changes in measured outcomes might be useless.44  

 Finally, the authors threatened the interpretation of their study by correlating ASQ-3 

scores with the whole gamut of absolute and relative EEG power estimates. The p-values ranged 

from 0.39 to 0.95: they were all very nonsignificant, despite being much larger than the studies 

from Table 1. They offered more measurement-based explanations and the possibility that the 

links would grow with development. But if this were the case, and they were asking us to expect 

totally different effects on cognitive outcomes at older ages, why not also have totally different 

patterns and magnitudes of EEG effects?  

Addressing Attrition and Missingness 

Troller-Renfree et al. also tested what inverse probability weighting (a technique to allow 

the computation of effects when the samples are more equal in terms of baseline traits) and non-

response weights (intended to address missingness issues) did to their estimates. These weighting 

schemes made their results universally nonsignificant, so they must have known before 

presenting their results that it was wrong to present any of them as significant when they were 

not robust to reasonable and informative analytic choices like these.  

Did the Study Show Parents Spent the Money Well? 
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 Per the New York Times’ coverage, economist Lisa Gennetian – one of the study’s co-

authors – said “the results indicated the parents could be trusted to make good decisions” with 

free money. The study as presented did not and could not show that money given to parents was 

spent well. The lack of effects means we cannot tell if giving people money has improved 

anything for their kids. More importantly, the controls likely removed from the analysis much of 

the tendency of parents to misbehave. Among the long list of controls were maternal mental 

health, maternal smoking and alcohol consumption during pregnancy, and a variety of other life 

history speed and misbehavior correlates. When parental misbehavior is treated as a construct 

that can be measured by things that indicate it, it is apparent that the authors overcontrolled by 

controlling for at least part – and probably a large part – of the variance in parental misbehavior. 

At the very least, they overcontrolled if the goal was to show money was spent well. Perhaps 

parental misbehavior was an important source of heterogeneity! Because the effects were so 

nonsignificant, the present data cannot be used to test that suggestion.  

Should We Expect Effects to Grow? 

Vox quoted psychology professor Allyson Mackey on Troller-Renfree et al., “My 

prediction is that the brain effects of cash transfer will grow as kids grow up.”45 If this idea is 

relegated to effects like those on EEG parameters, then, as we have seen, it may well be useless. 

If, however, it also includes downstream behavioral effects from those brain ones, then we have 

an existing evidence base that contradicts it.  

A nigh-universal phenomenon known as the fadeout effect plagues interventions 

designed to improve people’s educational (and other) outcomes. In a 2015 review, John Protzko 

showed that interventions as diverse as intensive preschool programs and vitamin A 

supplementation, which initially appeared to elicit effects, all faded in their effects at subsequent 

assessments.46 Bailey et al. (2020) also conducted an excellent and accessible review of this 

phenomenon.47 

In addition to the fadeout effect, there is a phenomenon in intelligence research48 known 

as the Wilson Effect, by which systematic environmental effects fade and genetic effects increase 

with age.49 These alone are enough to throw the idea that the intervention effects should grow 

into disarray. If people are arguing that continued exposure to higher income will accumulate 

larger effects, then they have a gigantic burden of evidence, and, hopefully, they will assess 

fadeout after the intervention inevitably ends. 

 The New York Times quoted Representative Suzan DelBene (D-Wa.) as saying that 

Troller-Renfree et al. showed that “investing in our children has incredible long-term benefits.”50 

The evidence for this claim is nonexistent. The study covered one year, and there was no reason 

to think effects would persist or generalize such that they would become meaningful by 

modifying participants’ actual behavior and cognitive abilities. Long-term benefits can never be 

taken for granted. 

It’s a “Contribution” 

 PNAS has two submission categories: the typical one and “Contributions.”51 

Contributions are available as an option for National Academy of Science members, and they 

have been controversial since they have been alleged to make peer review easier.52 This kind of 

publication involves the article submitter selecting their own reviewers and gathering up their 

own reviews. Troller-Renfree et al.’s article was submitted by Greg Duncan, and he selected 

Martha Farah and Joan Luby to review.  
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 These reviewers had prior publications with some of the coauthors of Troller-Renfree et 

al. Martha Farah has published at least six articles53 with Kimberly Noble, and Joan Luby54 

published an article55 with Troller-Renfree and Nathan Fox. Normally, this would not be 

concerning. Fields are sometimes small and subject matter experts are often few, but it is an issue 

when you get to choose your reviewers and they are personal friends and colleagues. The 

freedom of the review process from bias in this situation is hard to maintain. 

Most Interventions Have Small to Nil Effects 

 To increase the believability of their large and probably exaggerated effects, Troller-

Renfree et al. stated that “the observed effects in the alpha-, beta-, and gamma-bands are similar 

in magnitude to those reported in other large-scale environmental interventions. For example, a 

meta-analysis of 747 randomized control trials of educational interventions targeting 

standardized achievement outcomes found an average size of 0.16 SDs.” This was a great 

overstatement. The study (Kraft, 2019) was interpreted as charitably as possible to their own 

views.56 The effect of 0.16 the authors noted was nonsignificant and was likely to result from 

small study biases like those mentioned above. In fact, small studies did have much larger effects 

than larger studies in this meta-analysis, and there were fewer studies the larger the samples got. 

This was also consistent with the observation that the median effect sizes were lower than the 

mean ones and their distance decreased with increasing sample size. The meta-analytic effect 

size weighted by study sample sizes was 0.04, and not significantly different from zero. Because 

small study effects still exist even when studies are weighted, this ultimate effect is still probably 

upwardly biased. When looking at math and reading separately, the same phenomenon occurred, 

and the same result happened. These educational interventions were not what they were cracked 

up to be. 

Educational Interventions 

 Kraft’s 2019 study was not the only one on educational interventions. The 2010 Head 

Start Impact Study conducted by the Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation looked at 

effects elicited by the nationally-implemented, well-funded, and widely celebrated Head Start 

program for three- and four-year-old children.57 Using a p-value cutoff of 0.10, they found 

significant positive effects on eight of fourteen cognitive tests given in the year of the program 

for the three-year-old children, and this reduced to two of fourteen by the next year, at age 4. In 

kindergarten there were nineteen tests administered, with one significant positive effect, and one 

significant negative one, while, in the 1st grade, only one effect of twenty-two remained 

significant. Because this was not significantly affected during Head Start and its effect only 

became significant amongst a pile of nonsignificant effects, this was probably noise. For the 

four-year-old group, seven of fourteen scores were significantly positively affected in the Head 

Start year, but effects disappeared in kindergarten, and one effect became significant again in 

first grade. In a particularly informative analysis by Lortie-Forgues and Inglis (2019), they found 

that the typical educational intervention had a minute effect (mean = 0.06 SDs) and was 

unconvincing in Bayesian terms.58 Though their analysis included fewer studies than Kraft’s, 

their analysis was probably better because it mitigated publication bias by only using studies 

funded by the Education Endowment Foundation and the National Center for Educational 

Evaluation and Regional Assistance, both of which require all trials they fund to be published 

and to follow standardized reporting practices.59  

 As shown by Duncan and Magnuson (2013), the effect sizes associated with early 

childcare programs declined over time.60 Repurposing their data, I found a correlation of r = -
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0.37 between a study’s precision and its effect size, meaning that the more power the study had, 

the smaller its effect. Adjustment for publication bias rendered the meta-analytic effect 

nonsignificantly different from zero, and this was true even though the authors recoded outliers 

via Winsorization. This was qualitatively like the result of a Brookings report from 2018 that 

found state-level changes in prekindergarten enrollment were not associated with changes in 

state-level achievement scores.61  

Cash Transfer Effects 

 Although Troller-Renfree et al.’s study was the first to assess the effects of unconditional 

cash transfers on EEG parameters, it was not the first to assess effects on cognitive ability. Baird 

et al. (2013) found that unconditional cash transfers did not have a significant effect on test 

scores (0.04, 95% CI: -0.04 – 0.12), and neither did conditional cash transfers (0.08, 0 – 0.16), 

but together, they yielded a marginally significant effect (0.06, 0.01 – 0.12). On the other hand, 

both types of cash transfer had considerable effects on enrollment and attendance, but there was 

substantial evidence of publication bias that the authors did not compute the effects of. Luckily, 

since the data were available, I was able to find that the results did not survive weighting studies 

by the square root of each study’s sample size. To explain away the nulls, one could argue that 

these interventions did not offer large enough cash subsidies or that they were too small, or 

enrollment was range restricted. But to the extent that is true, it just increases our uncertainty 

about cash transfer effects since they have not been found to have meaningful effects on test 

scores, much less psychometrically meaningful variables like intelligence, memory, or verbal 

ability.  

The World Bank also evaluated several other cash transfer programs.62 The studies in 

their Table 3.1 ranged in timeframes from one to ten years. Three of them were unconditional, 

while the other five were conditional cash transfers, with sample sizes ranging from 106 

communities to 2,069 kids and were all either RCTs or randomized phase-ins. Unlike the 

unconditional transfer studies, the conditional ones supplemented cash transfers with schooling 

and health check-ups. In Paxson and Schady (2010), language, fine motor function, and 

socioemotional skills were not affected, and there was a positive effect on one of the many 

Woodcock-Johnson subtests, long-term memory (0.18 SDs). In Fernald and Hidrobo (2011), 

there was a significant effect on the MacArthur Language Test (0.15 SDs) for rural kids, but no 

effect on urban ones. In Lopez, Boo and Creamer (2018), ASQ-3 scores were improved by 0.13 

SDs and communication was improved by 0.18 SDs. Barham, Macours and Maluccio (2013) 

found 0.15 SDs of cognitive effects and no significant socioemotional effects. Fernald, Gertler 

and Neufeld (2008) found effects of 0.11, 0.10, and 0.09 on long- and short-term memory and 

visual integration when the cash transfer was doubled, and they also found a 0.18 SD effect on 

vocabulary, but no significant effects on fine motor function. Fernald, Gertler and Neufeld 

(2009) found no significant effects on cognitive ability or language skills, but they did observe a 

0.14 SD reduction in behavioral problems. The only study in the batch that involved multiple 

follow-ups (Macours, Schady and Vakis, 2012), showcased fadeout. At kids’ first follow-ups, 

there were significant effects on short-term memory (0.15 SDs), vocabulary (0.23 SDs), and 

other language parameters (0.14 SDs), alongside a 0.13 SD socioemotional effect, and no 

significant effects on fine motor function. At the second follow-up, the short-term memory effect 

declined to 0.09 SDs, the effect on vocabulary was not measured, the language effect dropped to 

0.09 SDs, and the socioemotional effect dropped to 0.01 SDs, while, inconsistently, effects on 

fine motor function became significant at 0.16 SDs.   
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The same World Bank report also covered three cash transfer studies in greater depth. 

These studies were conducted in Niger, Mexico, and Colombia, and the Colombian study was 

also covered by Baird et al. (2013). Initial sample sizes ranged from 1,420 to 6,856 children. The 

Colombian study compared three treatment groups to a control group, who received conditional 

cash transfers. The first treatment group received psychosocial stimulation, the second received 

micronutrient supplementation for anemia, and the third received both. There were no significant 

differences in any of the treatment group comparisons with the control group in height, weight, 

socioemotional development, and gross and fine motor function. There was a significant effect of 

treatment relative to the cash group for the Bayley-III cognitive test and receptive language at the 

first follow-up in the comparison of the first treatment and the control group. None of these 

effects remained at follow-up. The Mexican trial compared two treatment groups to a control 

group. The control group received money and the treatment groups received money plus 

available (group 1) or available and encouraged (group 2) parenting group sessions. There were 

no significant differences between group 1 and the control group, but there were considerable 

impacts on memory, full-scale IQ, and verbal scores for the second treatment group. There was 

no follow-up. The Niger study compared a control group given unconditional cash to a treatment 

group given conditional cash plus parent training about nutrition, psychological stimulation, 

health topics, and sanitation. There were no significant effects on cognitive development, but 

children’s socioemotional problem index and sociality scores increased. There was considerably 

less self-reported illness, more handwashing, a greater likelihood of receiving all recommended 

vaccinations, and iron levels improved.  

Nutritional Interventions 

Though they usually have nothing to do with cash transfers, it can be informative to look 

at other large intervention evaluations to see what sorts of things elicit effects and in what 

magnitudes. In Nepal, Dulal et al. (2018) ran a double-blind RCT where groups of mothers were 

given prenatal multiple micronutrient supplementation in the treatment group, and iron and folic 

acid only in the control group.63 At twelve years of age, there were no effects on the children’s 

cognitive ability. Behrens et al. (2020) reviewed whether vitamin B affected rates of cognitive 

decline and found no effects, despite vitamin B mechanisms supposedly being well-defined and 

the effects plausible at the time of writing.64 Similarly, a large-scale follow-up of two double-

blinded, placebo-controlled, cluster-randomized trials of vitamin A effects on prenatal and 

newborn children by Ali et al. (2017) yielded nonsignificant effects across the board.65 

Deworming 

Deworming charities have been a cause célèbre among effective altruists for some time 

now. Welch et al. (2019) reported the results of a systematic review of deworming effects on a 

variety of outcomes including cognitive ability, height, and weight.66 Despite parasitic worms 

often being debilitating and the mechanisms through which they should impede development 

being abundantly clear, there were no significant meta-analytic effects on weight, height, or 

cognitive ability. Welch et al. compared their results to earlier systematic reviews by Taylor-

Robinson et al. (2015) and Welch et al. (2016) that, altogether, found one marginally significant 

meta-analytic effect on weight and none for height or cognitive ability.67  

Brain Training 

Brain training interventions have ebbed and flowed in popularity in the intelligence 

testing literature. Methods to improve working memory, such as the Dual N-Back, were at one 
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time very popular and, based on published results, even seemed to raise intelligence.68 However, 

the case of the Dual N-Back is like those of other methods in that, once greater rigor was applied, 

the effects stopped generalizing or disappeared.69 A large second-order meta-analysis of brain 

training studies (Sala et al., 2019) came to similar conclusions.70  

Will the Effects be Larger with Greater Cash Transfers? 

 One may suspect that cash transfers larger than those distributed by Troller-Renfree et al. 

might have a desired effect, thus putting a more positive gloss on the results of their paper. In 

general, however, interventions cannot simply magnify their effects by increasing the amount of 

stimulus provided. For example, if we set up a daycare program, it is not as though adding 

twelve hours of daycare supervision would improve children’s cognitive outcomes even if a 

study showed that one hour was associated with better outcomes. Similarly, if children were 

deprived of iodine, an intervention that gave children enough to poison them would not yield 

improvements over providing the recommended daily allowance.  

 Certain designs can appear to be scaled-up versions of the present interventions. For 

example, the Moving to Opportunity program that relocates people to high-quality 

neighborhoods has a staggering economic value. And yet, Ludwig et al. (2013) found that 

Moving to Opportunity had no effect on a mathematics and reading assessment, attained 

education, or almost any other outcome.71  

An even more impactful form of intervention is adoption. The largest adoption studies 

afford modest effects72 – on the order of one-third of a standard deviation – despite very large 

environmental improvements.73 But effects like this are only a fraction of the apparent 

relationships with socioeconomic status found within nonadoptive families, in which siblings and 

parents share genes rather than just environments. To understand this, take the following plot, 

derived from Odenstad et al. (2008).74 The plot includes three groups in Sweden: Korean 

adoptees, non-Korean adoptees, and biological children. These groupings are relevant because, 

uniquely for adoptions, among Korean adoptees, would-be parents cannot choose the child they 

receive, so selection effects are removed and, consistent with this, the effect of age at adoption 

on attained IQ disappeared in the Korean – but not the non-Korean – samples. Despite 

considerable adoption effects on attainment, the effects were not large enough to generate a 

systematic relationship between adoptive family socioeconomic status and cognitive ability. 
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Figure 3 

 

This plot clarifies that adoption effects, as large as they may be, are a fraction of the 

realized differences related to socioeconomic status in the general population when the link 

between family socioeconomic status is confounded with genes. Additionally, there is just no 

reason presently to suggest the effects will grow considerably past some likely already near 

enough point, or that they will ever reach the level expected based on cross-sectional outcome-

socioeconomic status associations. Extensive intervention fadeout at all ages might also signal a 

long-term lack of efficacy after the intervention. In any case, Troller-Renfree et al. and 

commentators in this area should not generalize from biologically, or otherwise considerably, 

confounded associations.  

A potential counterargument is that effects earlier in life will better persist and have 

larger effects than ones based on later interventions. That is just an argument for a lack of age-

related generalization across studies, which virtually nullifies any theoretical basis this study 

might have ever had to consider its results meaningful in the first place. This is a common belief, 

but the evidence for it – popularly known as the Heckman Curve – is scant.75 Regardless, if 

assessment of scaling is ever done, we can only hope that the analysis is well-powered, properly 

designed, and psychometrically sound.  

Conclusion 

Troller-Renfree et al. sought to assess how unconditional cash transfers affected 

brainwave activity in infants. The results they observed were null, but discussed as though they 

were positive, theory-confirming, and, most importantly, policy relevant. Their results were 

ambiguous, and, because their cited literature was so poorly powered and inconsistent, their 

theory formation should not be taken seriously. 
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The policy relevance of Troller-Renfree et al.’s null results was founded on the belief that 

they found effects; that those effects were beneficial; and that they are, or will be, large enough 

to generate positive behavioral and cognitive change in affected children. The evidence mustered 

in favor of the syllogism that would make these results meaningful was poor, contradicted by 

aspects of the study itself, and, at present, not worth serious consideration.  

The contemporary obsession with the scientific justification of policy gives rise to 

politically motivated and shallow research, as well as the use of questionable research practices 

in the pursuit of a researcher’s extra-scientific goals. University press departments and 

mainstream media will often credulously report such research, seemingly without any awareness 

of its weaknesses. The press departments won’t raise a single criticism – they will write what 

they are told by a study’s authors. The mainstream press tends to take the studies’ authors too 

seriously when they have reached personally agreeable results, regardless of the quality of the 

work. Troller-Renfree et al. should serve as an example of low-quality review at every step, from 

peer review at PNAS to its reception by The New York Times, Vox, Forbes, and other outlets, and 

parts of the broader public.  

It is difficult to say who is more at fault for popularizing what were essentially null 

results. Does the blame lie with the journalists, who had all the opportunity in the world to look 

at the research, read the citations, and realize it did not hold up? Or is it the fault of the authors, 

who pushed their paper through PNAS’ easy track for submission and chose to promote an 

untenable interpretation of their findings to the wider world? It might be the fault of readers, who 

believed any of them. At every step, people acted irresponsibly. Scientists have a duty to correct 

misconceptions about their research, to prevent people from portraying it as more than it was, 

and to curb public excesses regarding the interpretation of their work. 

The public arena is at least somewhat self-correcting, in that the findings in Troller-

Renfree et al. were quickly critiqued by a handful of bloggers and scientists. The bigger problem, 

however, is that if it had not gotten a write up in the New York Times accompanied by a news 

alert, and if the study’s topic and author’s framing had not been so palpably absurd, the paper 

may have never been carefully checked and the results may have turned into conventional 

wisdom. Moreover, the handful of articles that criticized the study were likely seen by fewer 

people than the many articles that portrayed the study positively and uncritically. Bad science is 

the norm; correcting it is not. 

Cases like this ought to make us reconsider the role social science plays in our public 

policy debates. Political bias and confirmation bias are heuristics that plague us all, and we have 

no reason to think that social scientists or policymakers are immune. Flashy results that support a 

popular policy are almost always untrustworthy, and large effects are usually exaggerated, p-

hacked, or due to chance. The reality is that most social interventions and policies have a 

negligible impact when it comes to improving cognitive ability or behavior. Until researchers 

and the educated public come to grips with this fact, we should be skeptical of policymakers’ 

ability to evaluate research objectively and social scientists’ ability to reliably inform public 

policy with their work.
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